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Cem Kocer 5:31:02 PM RST  
Hi There , 
 
Cem Kocer 5:31:23 PM RST  
I have seen security gaps for some Eu airports 
 
Lucy Leiderman 5:31:25 PM RST  
Hello, Mr. Worré! I am wondering if I can get your thoughts on the willingness in 
security policy organizations to change to using new technologies to communicate 
 
Cem Kocer 5:31:31 PM RST  
whom should I talk ? 
 
Philip Worré 5:31:32 PM RST  
Hello, and welcome to the ISIS Europe 2012 Security Jam Live Chat. The topic of this 
chat is Crisis Information and Social Media. Thank you for joining us today. I am 
Philip Worré, Executive Director of ISIS Europe. 
 
Justine Mackinnon 5:31:34 PM RST  
Afternoon everyone. I am Jus 
 
 
Hina Sarfaraz 5:31:45 PM RST  
Hi all! 
 
Paulo Brito 5:31:57 PM RST  
Good afternoon from Paris. 
 
Justine Mackinnon 5:32:07 PM RST  
@Cem. Contact me after if you want 
 
Philip Worré 5:32:12 PM RST  
I am pleased to be your moderator today; our guest Jammer is Mr Paulo Brito, 
independent consultant in security and defence policy, who has close to three 
decades of experience in security and defence issues. 
 
Cem Kocer 5:32:26 PM RST  
ok 
 
Philip Worré 5:32:57 PM RST  
Jonna-Lena Seemann, Programme Officer at ISIS Europe, will be our facilitator. Also 
in this chat is François Ducrotté, programme manager at ISIS Europe 
 
Isabella Querci 5:32:57 PM RST  
Good evening mr Worrè and thankyou for your service! 

https://www.collaborationjam.com/jam4/jam/index.action?jamId=3309#stayTunedForJam


 
Paulo Brito 5:33:08 PM RST  
Two decades, Philip. I am not that old. But I have been working with the Internet 
since 1995. 
 
Philip Worré 5:33:23 PM RST  
Before we start the discussion, here is a brief summary of the topic: When crisis 
occurs, decision-makers are informed by their own sources, information and news 
services and, increasingly, social media. 
 
Jonna-Lena Seemann 5:33:29 PM RST  
hello everyone 
 
 
Sara Lupini 5:33:37 PM RST  
Nice to join all of you... 
 
 
Philip Worré 5:33:41 PM RST  
Sorry, Paulo! I stand corrected! 
 
Philip Worré 5:33:48 PM RST  
In an age where revolutions and crisis are reported “live” through the use of 
unfiltered social media, and where these social media play an active role, what is the 
best way to ensure that accurate information is provided to decision-makers and the 
general public? 
 
Philip Worré 5:34:35 PM RST  
What problems can arise from the public relying principally on social media as its 
main source of information? The chat will address these points and many more 
relevant issues. 
 
Philip Worré 5:34:43 PM RST  
Paulo, would you like to make a few points that will be the basis for today’s chat? 
 
Philip Worré 5:35:03 PM RST  
@Lucy: Thank you for your question: May I suggest keeping question until a little 
later? 
 
Paulo Brito 5:35:17 PM RST  
Straightforward question, but no straighthforward reply. 
 
 
Philip Worré 5:35:29 PM RST  
The chat will last for about 45 minutes, so we should have time for some good 
interactive participation. 
Cem Kocer 5:35:46 PM RST  
true 
 
 
Philip Worré 5:36:53 PM RST  
Question: in your opinion, is social media an active or passive actor in times of crisis? 
Paulo Brito 5:37:02 PM RST  



First I would say that social media is still behind mainstream media (mostly TV), 
when it comes to influence people. 
 
Paulo Brito 5:38:19 PM RST  
Second : social media can be a useful tool to mobilise people, mostly young people. 
But how do you translate that power of the connected few to hard political power? I 
noted that we have in the chat someone from Ukraine. 
 
Jaroslav Baran 5:38:29 PM RST  
Paulo, sorry for interrupting, but do you distinguish people as the general population 
from policy makers? 
 
Lucy Leiderman 5:38:43 PM RST  
Mr. Brito, what about the affair with the recent Kony 2012 video which has dealt 
with security action in Africa? The video reached traditional channels much later 
than it had already created a storm over youtube, twitter and facebook 
 
Paulo Brito 5:39:06 PM RST  
Third : how can we be sure that the information flow is not being tampered by 
external actores, with good or bad actions. 
 
Philip Worré 5:40:20 PM RST  
A follow up to Lucy's question, and food for discussion: does the Kony2012 “story” 
illustrate a problem linked to social media, i.e. the highlighting of an oversimplified 
situation? In your view, is this a positive or negative phenomenon? 
 
Paulo Brito 5:40:46 PM RST  
To JB: Yes, I do. General public and policy makers are not the same. Although 
deciders can also rely on open source info, they have the benefit of intel, experts and 
other people with knowledge. 
 
Hina Sarfaraz 5:41:39 PM RST  
@Paulo Isn't social media effective in mobilising population to a particular effect as 
compared to mainstream media which is more or less regulated by state or other 
interest groups? 

 
Philip Worré 5:41:53 PM RST  
@Paulo: In that case, would you say that the impact of social media on "decision 
makers" is minimal, compared to the impact it has on general publica opinion? 
 
Edie Lynch 5:42:33 PM RST  
Could you cite some of the ways social media,the filmmakers, the reporters, the 
human rights workers, the actual people assisting the homeless and orphaned 
populations in Countries like Brazil 
 
Paulo Brito 5:42:35 PM RST  
To LL: I have been following the Kony 2012 campaign, but I am on the critical sidfe. 
Awareness about Kony's criminal career is ok, but what is the purpose of the viral 
ad? Foreign intervention in Africa? I noted that many people from Uganda were not 
so happy with this campaign. 
 
 



 
Paulo Brito 5:43:49 PM RST  
I really hope that decision makers base theitr decisions on sound jugement and 
advice, and not on instanttenous, devoid of context, images and sound, not to 
mention the 140 caracters of a tweet message... 
 
Edie Lynch 5:44:19 PM RST  
have been effective, in your estimation, in bringing about actions that have resulted 
in positive change? 
 
Philip Worré 5:45:08 PM RST  
Social media is a key topic not only when referring to the “Arab Spring” but also in 
the democratisation process, as seen in China, where bloggers openly criticize the 
central government. How important is social media as an instrument of change and 
democratization? 
 
George Brian Doodnaught 5:45:44 PM RST  
1. Is not the pace of social media in relation to traditional channels a concept 
inherently linked to geographic location? Realistically, the impact of social media as 
organising the public into action must depend on (a) proximity between consumer 
and subject matter, and (b) likelihood of personal interest. The predominance of 
individuals following social media in Egypt for example would have been quite 
significant, particularly where state controls over traditional media are present. 
Compare this with the UK riots in August last year, where the usage of closed-circuit 
social media (Blackberry Messenger) was not only rapid, but directed within a 
specific demographic of the population. (By virtue of necessarily knowing your 
intended recipient) 
 
Paulo Brito 5:46:19 PM RST  
To HS : social media (i.e. facebook, twiter, mobile phones) worked well in Tunisia and 
Egypt and Bahrain. But not so in Iran, Libya, Syria and also Russia. Not even with the 
99% movement in the US. 
 
Sara Lupini 5:46:40 PM RST  
We should, I think, take also in consideration the fact that "people" are not strictly 
involved in issues as crisis, conflict management, hard and soft power, security and 
international policy as most of the "chatters" here...a video like the KONY 2012 
would be seen in very different ways if you are an international relation groopie or 
an housewife that is looking for notification in her FB profile... 
 
Lucy Leiderman 5:46:47 PM RST  
@Paulo - I complete agree with you, however the "effectiveness" of the campaign 
lies in the awareness they did raise of the video, if not of the actual conflict. So, we 
can say that social media has begun to win over traditional channels. I do not agree 
with the rationale behind the video, but it did go viral and that's more than 
traditional media is capable of. IMO 
 
 
Philip Worré 5:46:59 PM RST  
Interesting point, @George. 
Edie Lynch 5:47:24 PM RST  



Could you cite some of the ways in which people working with the homeless and 
orphaned populations in Brazil, for instance, have been successful in their actions to 
bring about change. I can't seem to get my posts up. 
 
Jaroslav Baran 5:47:57 PM RST  
In order to keep this discussion on a high level, can we please avoid empty catch-all 
phrases like democratization? Social media is a marketing tool... transferred to 
politics it is a PR tool. 
 
Philip Worré 5:47:58 PM RST  
@Sara: I like your reference to "international relation groopie" 
Lucy Leiderman 5:48:07 PM RST  
@Philip - In the case of China, any dissident blogging or tweeting (they have their 
own Twitter) is quickly censored. An executive for the Chinese version of Twitter has 
recently said that most people "know what's appropriate" so censorship is not an 
issue... 
 
Paulo Brito 5:49:06 PM RST  
LL: it is self censorship, the Chinese way. But in China, they harnessed the power of 
Internet. 
 
Sara Lupini 5:49:14 PM RST  
Philip I'm fully part of it! 
 
Philip Worré 5:49:46 PM RST  
@Edie: Sorry, I had started posting a response to your point. I am not aware of any 
particular project in relation to the homeless and orphaned populations in Brazil, but 
I do think that social media can play a role in shining a spotlight in the issue, albeit 
temporarily. 
Hina Sarfaraz 5:49:54 PM RST  
@george Good observation! 

 
Paulo Brito 5:51:39 PM RST  
I agree with JB. Much of the awe with social media plays well for Facebook, Twitter 
or Google. But in the case of Russia and China, the same process would have to go 
through VKontakt or Baidu or the Chinese Facebook equivalent. All this goes through 
government controlled channels. Like in the US, when the FBI decides to shut down, 
even with a judge's authorisation Megaupload... 
 
Philip Worré 5:52:05 PM RST  
@LL, good point, but I do believe that China's reaction underlines how seriously they 
take the matter; the recent central government decision to request bloggers to 
identify themselves shows that the "blogosphere" has the potential to have an 
impact. 
 
George Brian Doodnaught 5:52:21 PM RST  
Following on from my previous point, I would think the concern of states would be in 
relation to the effective distribution of any information over social media outlets, 
regardless of factual basis. A false lead on social media (say, incorrectly tweeting 
about a police action in a sensitive neighbourhood) spreading quickly would require 
fast action on the part of the state, as compared to a true fact barely connecting with 
anybody (for instance, the tweet live during the US Seal incursion into Abbottabad). 



 
 
 
Flavio Gori 5:52:53 PM RST  
my experience in sociale network and especially in twitter, starting one year ago, let 
me realize how difficult is to find useful information form thousands of tweets that 
simply reporting other tweets (re-tweet) with very low possibility to verify what they 
are writing. 
 
 
Philip Worré 5:54:39 PM RST  
Flavio's point is taken. In terms of the current crisis in Syria, how reliable, in your 
opinion, is the news obtained from local stakeholders? 
 
Christos Eleftheriou 5:55:00 PM RST  
Responsability in Media in general has been an important factor in the past. The 
speed of information (shady at times) has posed problems for policy making. The 
better you now of the background of an issue and a good knowledge of the 
environment it takes place the mre accurate your reporting. Social media i a good 
tool but there is a lak of responsability. There is a danger that we can create a faulty 
image and because of some pictures and videos, we can be dragged in to thinking it 
is concrete reality, which couldlead us to wrong ssumtions. Critical thinkin and 
idepth analysis remain more important and relevent today in this age of quick and 
easy information sharing. 
 
Paulo Brito 5:55:45 PM RST  
TO FG : over information kills the good information. But it is also a generational 
matter. Young people rely on social networks to stay in contact and mobilize for their 
causes and interests. When these coincide with the hope for societal or political 
change, the mix is ready to be translated into political action. 
 
Shaun Waterman 5:55:46 PM RST  
With regard to policy makers, here in the U.S., emergency management and disaster 
response professionals are increasingly turning to social media. Craig Fugate, the 
director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, testified last year about 
how his agency was using social media to get real time information about events on 
the ground during disasters 
 
Jaroslav Baran 5:55:47 PM RST  
Flavio, can you imagine using a mass-scale filtering/analytical tool as a way of getting 
reliable information from e.g. twitter? Or is the risk of getting manipulated 
information still too big? 
 
George Brian Doodnaught 5:56:39 PM RST  
What should be of concern is the reliance of traditional media upon this new social 
phenomenon to provide content. Social Media is constrained artificially, more so 
than print or television. However, where traditional reporting required an 
examination of context of a story, social media appears to omit context in favour of 
rapid dissemination. When the traditional media fail to vet information from the 
'blogosphere', they inadvertently lend credence to the story, even if contextually it is 
a non-sequitur. 
 
Philip Worré 5:57:57 PM RST  



@George: Very true, nowhere have we heard more about the impact of the digital 
revolution and social media on the Arab Spring that in "traditional" news outlets. 
Sara Lupini 5:57:57 PM RST  
To bypass the "official sources" in one of the main facilities/goals of social networks: 
they represent themselves as quick, easy, free, accessible...something that sounds 
like the opposite of the traditional way of communicating 
 
Flavio Gori 5:58:29 PM RST  
my experience is coming from the libyan crisis: all of us probably remember how far 
from reality many tweets were. nonetheless i still remember some politics reporting 
the same "information" on our tv. i have a couple of point: how can i understand 
that the info i'm reading is reporting a real situation? and 2) how i can realize if that 
tweet is really coming from the site of interest? 
 
Paulo Brito 5:58:41 PM RST  
To JB : NSA has been working to find technical solutions to mass-scale 
filtering/analytical tool. But , how much information can the human side analyze, 
before it gets overwhelmed and lost? 
 
Shaun Waterman 5:59:09 PM RST  
JB: With regard to mass scale filtering and analysis, the Department of Homeland 
security has developed ways to search for and compile social media communications 
about particular topics. The FBI has asked for information about the possibility of 
building such a search engine in realtime. 
 
Christos Eleftheriou 5:59:26 PM RST  
What we have to be aware of is the fact that non-official sources (social media) can 
be as biased as official sources. 
 
Flavio Gori 5:59:29 PM RST  
i'm afraid i'm loosing some messages.... any chance to use a bigger page? :-) 
 
Philip Worré 6:00:00 PM RST  
@Flavio, I think the only way so far is to scroll up! Sorry! 
 
Flavio Gori 6:00:18 PM RST  
ok! :-) 
 
Ad Koolen 6:00:23 PM RST  
@Flavio: never trust an uncontrolled source, know who you're talking to or reading 
from. Rely on your own network...... 
 
George Brian Doodnaught 6:00:26 PM RST  
@Christos: Good point. In evaluating the potential of social media as a reliable 
information point, where it seems to fail is accountability. Lacking this safeguard 
seems to be the lynchpin in credibility, and consequently, usefulness to a decision-
making apparatus. 
 
Margarita Starkeviciute 6:00:51 PM RST  
Not to forget that social media can play an important role in economic stabilisation 
process by raising awareness about opportunities and solutions - it is like learning by 
doing on global scale. And could become a social policy tool. 



 
 
 
Hina Sarfaraz 6:01:26 PM RST  
@Flavio: maybe the use of location based reporting and the frequency of tweets 
may lend some reliability as to the authenticity of the message and reporting 

 
Philip Worré 6:01:40 PM RST  
Information vs. dis/misinformation: do we attach too much credibility to the social 
media "news" that we tend to agree with (support of the rebels, etc...) and ignore 
other messages which we may judge as being possible misinformation? 
 
Jaroslav Baran 6:01:47 PM RST  
@Paulo, Shawn: I have no doubt that the technology to filter is there... however, as 
social media is open source and the origins of the information can not be traced 
properly, how can one make sure that the information is true? Do you have any 
specific insights on this? 
 
Paulo Brito 6:02:18 PM RST  
@Christos: : True. In war the truth is the first victim. But I do think that the attraction 
of social networks for political causes, comes from the relation between fast 
information and rapid action. 
 
Jaroslav Baran 6:02:47 PM RST  
Hina, good point! 
 
Shaun Waterman 6:02:53 PM RST  
On the topic of social media as a source of information more generally, a Pew report 
out today suggested that only a very small percentage of social media users (fewer 
than ten percent) use social media as their principle means of access to news. a large 
majority said they "never" follow links to news stories shared via social media. 
 
Ad Koolen 6:03:08 PM RST  
@Jaroslav: use your own, controlled, sources. (your own network) Never trust a 
"retweet". 
 
Juha Hulkkonen 6:03:26 PM RST  
What if we forgot the word "social" in social media and just thought about it as a 
new media which differs from the traditional medias by offering instant global reach 
for anyone on the better side of digital divide? That probably would give a more 
neutral lense both for individuals and organisations. And it would be easier to accept 
that information to social media is produced with varying goals in mind. 
 
Flavio Gori 6:04:30 PM RST  
about syria: good question from PW. is actually what i have in mind and i'm planning 
to follow the tweets from that country. at this time i have no way to realize how 
reliable are info from syria. i try to put together tweets, local info coming from 
friends upthere and other source, traditional source such as the bbc. i'm looking for a 
better way to understand what i'm reading but at the moment seems to me it is not 
an easy action. 
 



Hina Sarfaraz 6:04:39 PM RST  
@ JB: Thanks! 

 
Christos Eleftheriou 6:04:47 PM RST  
@Margarita. important role in distabilizing as well. I tend to look at things both ways. 
Rapid action is good but if we go in under the wrong context we can be faced with 
ugly surprises. Social media is clearly important but should add more responsability 
on policy makers to seek out general facts and implications. 
 
 
Philip Worré 6:04:51 PM RST  
@Hina: Do you think that local stakeholders may have a tendency to "over-report" if 
they have access to an internet terminal, and that may lead to adding 
disproportionate importance to a specific event? 
 
Ad Koolen 6:05:06 PM RST  
@Juha: "social" is added to be different from media. Social meaning it's a personal 
network. And that's something you build yourself. 
 
Paulo Brito 6:05:09 PM RST  
@Jaroslav: You are right in your point. There is no way to distinguish reliable from 
unreliable, unless you are in the group of decision makers. And also, mainstream 
media are becoming more and more intoxicated with the social media hype. 
Journalists, as in investigation journalists, are less and less. 
 
Shaun Waterman 6:05:39 PM RST  
JB: I think in the FEMA case because they are dealing with mass effect events, there 
is less of a problem with some verification issues, since there will be multiple 
sources. 
 
George Brian Doodnaught 6:06:11 PM RST  
@Philip: I think we are beginning to realise the dangers in policy-making based on 
perceptions of the 'democratic' nature of social media. While, as suggested, a mass 
analysis may prove interesting, trending topics which fly in the face of tradition 
intelligence sources ought to be scrutinized critically. Perhaps what we (policy-
makers, analysts) need, is a reliability ranking system that allows for real-time 
plotting of emerging information. Social media ought to have to 'prove' itself worthy 
of being included in calculations before decisions. 
 
Shaun Waterman 6:06:15 PM RST  
Also: officials are always careful to say that they use SM inputs as only one source of 
data 
 
Ad Koolen 6:07:18 PM RST  
the world is getting smaller and SM is to blaim ! 
 
Flavio Gori 6:07:52 PM RST  
ad: yes, only already proven reliable info can work. i totally agree hina: i am in doubt: 
even a loto of the same reporting info are not a clear way to be in touch with a 
reliable info. some experiences are driven my on the cautious side 
 
Hina Sarfaraz 6:07:57 PM RST  



@ Christos Good point about policy makers. 

 
 
Philip Worré 6:08:03 PM RST  
@George: true, although I believe that the "digital revolution" is making an 
impression on everyone, mainly due to the novelty appeal. It will be interesting to 
see how social media will be used/considered in 10, 20 years. 
 
Jaroslav Baran 6:08:11 PM RST  
As an analyst I say using social media as your sole source wuold be a suicide. I would 
hardly even consider using it. But if there were ways of filtering truth from biased 
information, it would be a huge step forward. 
 
Ad Koolen 6:08:37 PM RST  
@Jaroslav: I agree 
 
Paulo Brito 6:09:01 PM RST  
Nevertheless, social media as a tool for political change is now established, money 
and resources are being invested in ways to shortcircuit government's controll on 
the Intenet, like the FreedomBox Foundation. 
 
Marc Wicks 6:09:23 PM RST  
Perhaps the decision makers should only take their information from regulated and 
known trusted sources. This would also limit the amount of non-validated 
information and help to eliminate vast amounts of unsubstantiated info, helping the 
decision makers to process validated info expeditiously to deliver effect. 
 
Jonna-Lena Seemann 6:09:30 PM RST  
What happens when traditional media ignore conflicts for political reasons like in 
Bahrain for example? 
 
Flavio Gori 6:09:41 PM RST  
JB: that's right. that's why i can't understand how so many media are reporting social 
network as a reliable source just because are coming from the site of interest. how 
they can say that is a mystery. 
 
 
Philip Worré 6:09:50 PM RST  
As you may know, the US DoD has been working on analysing social media to predict 
future conflict, but results have been inconclusive. 
 
Shaun Waterman 6:10:03 PM RST  
JB: I completely agree. Speaking personally, as a reporter I would never use any 
social media as a sole source. I regard it as a tipsheet. things to check out. 
 
Ad Koolen 6:10:19 PM RST  
CU folks, I'm goiing to look around in the other chatboxes. 
 
Jaroslav Baran 6:10:46 PM RST  
Paulo, that is the view from the other side of the fence. UIsing social media for 
propaganda purposes is the way to go... you get a great reach at virtually no cost. 
 



Hina Sarfaraz 6:10:59 PM RST  
@Philip: Well, the frequency of message that is over-reported cannot attract 
importance unless some credence is attached to it by looking for reliable pointers 
which could be the location of the report, the content of the message, the need to 
act or react to that event and so on 

 
Ad Koolen 6:11:13 PM RST  
Back again, nothing goes on in the other boxes, still closed 
 
 
Philip Worré 6:11:25 PM RST  
@Shaun: as a reporter how would you "filter" the information you receive from 
social media? 
 
George Brian Doodnaught 6:11:27 PM RST  
@Philip: Absolutely. However, in the near-future we should be weary of a media that 
cannot be analysed for its particular interests. HumInt typically has strewn forth 
from agents of a state (fairly easy to identify the interest), media reports also are 
fairly straightforward (ownership, editors - interests vary, but can be predicted). 
However, another place SM fails is as a predictive tool. If the interests served cannot 
be identified, then how can policy in response understand where it exists along the 
normative spectrum? 
 
Philip Worré 6:11:40 PM RST  
Welcome back, Ad Koolen! 
Flavio Gori 6:11:56 PM RST  
jaroslav: form my point of view is not easy find a filtering solution, mainly because i 
am not able to identify the base of such a filtering. 
 
Sara Lupini 6:12:03 PM RST  
through SM people feel themselves an active part of the decision-making process, 
policy is even more perceived as far and unpleasant by the mass, mostly by the 
young people that distrust official channel of representativeness, communication, 
partecipation...the indignados movement demonstrate that old practice to talk with 
the young are weaker then ever. 
 
Stephen Padgett 6:12:09 PM RST  
These networks can provide useful 'atmospherics' and the potential for insight to the 
context of events that should be added to information coming from many different 
sources to build up a picture that will inform the decision making process. 
 
Paulo Brito 6:13:04 PM RST  
@J-LS: for Barhain, even social media is not following the situation. I still think that 
social media only works in the political sphere xwhen it can connect with 
mainstream media. That is what happened in Tunisia and Egypt. Note that by MSM I 
am talking about our media, like in "Jasmin Revolution", Internet generation, etc. 
 
Ad Koolen 6:13:50 PM RST  
@Jaroslav: be your own filter, only use the info from people you know and trust. 
That said: build a reliable network, ie, twitter, LinkedIn, Hyves, Facebook and only 
connect to people you know and trust. But, best "news" comes from hackers ?? 
 



George Brian Doodnaught 6:14:18 PM RST  
Perhaps that's why SM in various 'Arab spring' countries cannot truly identify 
whether the providers are truly parallel in interests of external forces. Hence the 
need to balance support with pressures for democratic change in light of unknown 
(possibly contradictory) political aspirations of the content providers. 
 
Paulo Brito 6:14:30 PM RST  
@HinaS: good point. @JB: great reach, yes, but results? 
 
Philip Worré 6:14:47 PM RST  
@Stephen: Do you think that these "atmospherics" may also pose the risk of giving 
too much weight to "trending" topics, à la Kony2012? 
George Brian Doodnaught 6:15:16 PM RST  
...distortion of impact? 
 
Jaroslav Baran 6:15:58 PM RST  
@ Flavio: One possibility just came to mind. Using previously published content from 
a source as a way of distinguishing reliability.@Ad: I am talking mass scale, a network 
of contacts works in huge organizations or in small scale. 
 
Philip Worré 6:16:12 PM RST  
Dear Chat Participants, the live chat will close in 2-3 minutes. 
 
Shaun Waterman 6:16:20 PM RST  
PW: well speaking personally I am pretty conservative (with a small c) or even old-
fashioned in my reporting. I have used LinkedIn to build a network of sources and to 
search for and connect with people who might be sources. There are certain 
bloggers whose reporting i respect and read. But I don't really use social media per 
se. It is a time/concentration issue for me. I have too little of either to spare from 
reporting. 
 
Flavio Gori 6:16:35 PM RST  
i agree with AD. at this time i still consider to use a reliable network of already 
known people/sourse. you can stay in touch with them using social network and in 
this way SN may be a good tool (and fast). 
 
Stephen Padgett 6:16:45 PM RST  
Part of the problem that could be associated with the use of these media is the well 
intentioned but sometimes very niaive perspectives of the users who may beleive 
that all that is bad should be prevented by "somebody"! The fact that the world is a 
very hard place and that the success of the human race has been its ability to adapt 
to and survive the hardships. 
 
Philip Worré 6:16:51 PM RST  
May I ask that each of you add a final thought; the transcript of the chat will be 
available. 
 
Juan Garrigues 6:17:07 PM RST  
Kony 2012 has served its role. Everyone is talking about Kony and Uganda. And Im 
sure no serious policy makers have changed their position on foreign intervention in 
Uganda! 
 
Flavio Gori 6:17:24 PM RST  



ok, philip. thanks a lot for the opportunity to share some ideas :-) all the best to 
everyone 
 
Christos Eleftheriou 6:17:42 PM RST  
Too much filtering can lead us into missing out on important aspects. We analysts 
have biases as well and we have to take this into consideration as well. Pluralistic 
information and various sources as well as an organisation that diversifies its 
analytical capabilities are always important. I believe social media is important but it 
should be viewd and looked upon with great responsability. 
 
Juha Hulkkonen 6:17:56 PM RST  
Social media is great source of signals, but requires learning critical use of it. 
 
Paulo Brito 6:18:22 PM RST  
I must confess that I only look at socioal media, from time to time. Although reader's 
comment in newspaper articles are also a gooid source of general info, some inside 
info and to feel the mood of the readers as a sample of the general public. 
 
Liviu Lazar 6:19:00 PM RST  
As Stephen said, the decision makers are confronted with too much information, 
coming from channels of relative reliability. While no information is equally bad as 
too much information, the important point is to make sense of all data and correlate 
it to obtain a more accurate picture. I agree, easy to say, difficult to do. 
 
 
Philip Worré 6:19:26 PM RST  
Thank you very much for taking part in the chat. I would like to invite you all to 
remain in touch! Please do not hesitate to contact me, or anyone else at ISIS Europe. 
I would also like to invite you to visit our CSDP MAP project site www.csdpmap.eu 
where we are currently developing a platform to give local stakeholders a voice for 
their views on EU external action. 
 
George Brian Doodnaught 6:19:31 PM RST  
Thanks to all for some good ideas. Philip, thank you for dealing with this whirlwind of 
blurbs... Personally, I will hold off before considering SM as anything but 
unmoderated gibberish barely ticking on the radar. It is in its infancy in regards to 
being understood as a social force, but I believe the hype has outrun the reality. I 
look forward to in depth studies in the next 10-20 years. 
 
Paulo Brito 6:20:04 PM RST  
Thank you Philip. 
 
Flavio Gori 6:20:15 PM RST  
at this time the best to collect good information is to set up a reliable network of 
already known people/sourse. social network may help as a good tool to stay in 
touch each other but you cannot use SN as a primary source of info. 
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